
DaCapo, Communication and Language. 
 
Our sessions in Europe were designed to explore the response of children to musical 
elements presented in a foreign language. With this, we wanted to see how much of 
the musical content is hidden behind the language and how much of it transcends the 
words. 
 
We understand that at this early age children don't perceive a foreign language as a 
barrier, and they are more capable than adults to choose the information that they do 
understand and establish with it a way of communication. Music, certainly, has the 
power to express itself beyond words; but this does not stop in the mere fact of 
listening to it; it can be transferred to other aspects, like education, music therapy... 
 
As adults we usually struggle to communicate with those who don't speak our 
language and it's incredibly hard to go beyond a very simple exchange of basic ideas, 
whereas children are open to establish that communication at a different level, going 
beyond words and entering a world of abstract ideas and imagination. When do we 
lose our capacity to communicate at that level? 
 
The sessions we have done in Europe represented a great challenge for Da Capo, and 
a major test for our method. It would show whether the musical concepts we were 
trying to teach the children were really coming through. 
 
The language of creativity goes beyond words and is universal. In our sessions we try 
to articulate this language and establish a communication with the children in three 
ways: through experimentation, abstraction and imagination. These are all linked by a 
most important target: FUN. The question now was to see if our message could get 
through to children who don’t speak English and if we could establish a 
communication beyond our languages 
 
I would like to focus our observation in the three ways of communication we try to 
use. I will show you now some examples where we can see how this communication 
is established beyond words and how the musical elements get through. 
 
• Experimentation 
 
• Children are always open to experiment anything new. When something unusual 

happens their attention is drawn towards it. They are eager to experiment. 
It’s quite remarkable how their attention was focused on me the moment I started 
speaking in English to them.  
 

• At this early age the basis of the experimentation is to copy. When they 
acknowledge that someone is trying to show them something their first reaction 
will always be to copy it.  
Once they have copied they will suggest new versions and will want to 
experiment other ways of doing it.  
 

• They will accept the unusual and the new with no questions, as long as this is 
presented within their logic.  
The unusual becomes familiar through repetition.  



 
• The learning process is completed when the children feel confident about what 

they are doing because they know it and have made it theirs.  
 
• It is very important, and a priority for Da Capo, that every child is given the 

opportunity to learn at their own pace. The focus must be on personal progress 
and not level of achievement.  

 
• Imagination and Abstraction 
 
Children have an amazing capacity to go beyond words and relate to ideas, both real 
and imaginary. Jane has a great anecdote to prove this, involving an English-speaking 
little girl who was sure the name of the game they were playing was “Four Bibs and 
Ribbons” instead of “Forbidden Rhythm”. Despite this she followed the game 
perfectly and could recognise rhythms being played by her teacher, which comes to 
show that the musical elements can go beyond the words we use to explain them. 
 
• Children need very little information to relate to a story. Their imagination puts in 

whatever they are missing.  
 
• They are not worried about not knowing the meaning of ALL the words; they will 

stick to the ones they understand.  
 
• They get a great deal of satisfaction when there is something they can do and 

when they discover something by themselves. 
 
• This abstraction can lead to moments of two-language communication.  
 
 
At Da Capo our target is not to create superstar musicians that can play concertos at 
the age of 7. We want to offer the children an enjoyable experience full of musical 
elements that will be of great use if, in the future, they decide to become professional 
musicians and that, in any case, will help them to develop their imagination, social 
skills and creativity.  
 
Europe is evolving very quickly. The up and coming generation is growing in a multi-
cultural and multi-lingual society. This new generation has a great opportunity to 
create new links that will be based on something else than words. We can give them 
the chance to learn that they can establish a communication through their capacity to 
be creative. 
 
At Da Capo we believe that music is a great tool to establish this links and, through 
our approach to music teaching, we are trying to lay the foundations for a more 
creative future.   
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